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IGT Games and Cabinets Command Largest Slot Floor
Share at Argentina’s Newest Casino
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Performance-tested portfolio of 140 IGT slot games account for 70-percent slot �oor share at recently

opened Nuevo Casino Alberdi 

LONDON – July 27, 2022 – International Game Technology PLC (“IGT”) (NYSE: IGT) announced today that

Argentina’s newest casino, Nuevo Casino Alberdi in Salta, recently opened with a slot �oor comprised of 70-

percent IGT slot games and cabinets. 

“When planning the entertainment for our gaming �oor, Nuevo Casino Alberdi knew IGT’s high-performing

content and versatile cabinets needed to be prominent throughout our casino and highly accessible for our

players,” said Alexis Beber, Nuevo Casino Alberdi General Manager. “As guests enter our casino, they are

greeted with a choice of dazzling IGT games on the CrystalSlant 32, CrystalCurve, CrystalDual 27 and Cobalt

27 cabinets; it’s a very inviting environment that our players are readily embracing.”

“By deploying such a great range of IGT games and cabinets, Nuevo Casino Alberdi has created a truly

spectacular destination for slot enthusiasts in the region,” said David Flinn, IGT SVP Canada, South and

Central America, Gaming. “Regionally attuned IGT games such as Olympus Link, Bubble Blast and Magic of

the Nile paired with our high-performing hardware will help Nuevo Casino Alberdi build a loyal and

engaged customer base and maintain a �rst-rate entertainment venue.”

Of the 140 compelling IGT games on Nuevo Casino Alberdi’s gaming �oor, some of the standouts include:

the international sensation Olympus Link four-level progressive game with two base game themes

and player-favorite mechanics on the CrystalDual 27 and Cobalt 27 cabinets;
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the high-energy Bubble Blast Link on the CrystalCurve Cabinet with two free game features and

scaling bonus prizes and jackpots;

latest games in Argentina Treasure Box and Super Wheelmania games on the CrystalSlant 32 cabinet;

and

high-performing standalone core themes on the CrystalCurve cabinet such as Hexbreaker 3, Golden

Jungle Grand, Magic of the Nile, Coin O Mania and more.

For more information, visit IGT.com, follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter, or watch IGT videos on

YouTube.

About IGT
 

IGT (NYSE:IGT) is a global leader in gaming. We deliver entertaining and responsible gaming experiences for players

across all channels and regulated segments, from Lotteries and Gaming Machines to Sports Betting and Digital.

Leveraging a wealth of compelling content, substantial investment in innovation, player insights, operational

expertise, and leading-edge technology, our solutions deliver unrivaled gaming experiences that engage players

and drive growth. We have a well-established local presence and relationships with governments and regulators in

more than 100 countries around the world, and create value by adhering to the highest standards of service,

integrity, and responsibility. IGT has approximately 10,500 employees. For more information, please visit

www.igt.com.
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